Purchaser – Textile engineer for fast-moving Swiss high-tech company

Position: Purchaser – textile engineer
Employment: Long term contract – 100 %
Company: Bcomp Ltd., Fribourg, Switzerland
Period: April 2021

About us
Bcomp Ltd. is a young and dynamic Swiss company specialized in the development, marketing and sales of natural fibre composite solutions for high performance applications. With a background in the Sports industry, we are now focusing on entering the Motorsports and Mobility markets. We develop sustainable lightweighting solutions based on natural fibers in close collaboration with our customers, in a fast-paced and entrepreneurial working environment.


Position Overview
Bcomp is looking for a purchaser specialized in textile to strengthen its operations team and further boost its market entry into large-scale mobility market.

The new team member will be in charge of purchasing materials and services linked to the ampliTex™ and powerRibs™ textile manufacturing. The person will be the main point of contact for our external partners of the textile industry. We offer a varied purchasing position with strategic responsibilities in an environment based on trust and strong human values.

Main responsibilities

- Manage supplier portfolio to support our entry into the large scale mobility market
- Manage product portfolio to secure the sourcing and optimize the long term profitability
- Lead the new product development projects from sourcing to commercialisation in close collaboration with our R&D team, and suppliers.
- Manage and review the supplier agreements to ensure the agility of the supply chain
- Manage suppliers base and implement continuous improvement projects
- Participate actively in the ERP optimisation and ISO processes

Qualifications and Personal Qualities

- Textile engineering background with a specialisation in purchasing management (academic and/or professional experience).
- 3-5 years of experience in technical purchasing, in an industrial environment
- Experience in automotive industry is a plus
- Autonomous and proved capabilities in problem solving
- Strong analytical skills and affinity for numbers
- Structured and organized way of working with an ability to handle many projects in parallel
• Strong negotiations skills
• High resistance to stress
• Strong verbal and written communication skills
• Fluent in English is a must, French or German is a great advantage, any other language is a plus
• Knowledge of SAP ERP system is a great plus
• Readiness to travel in Europe to meet the different partners
• Willingness to meet challenges with a proactive, positive and energetic mindset – everything is possible!

Please send your application to workwithus@bcomp.ch